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ITC-U Software Release v1.9.3 
Compared with v1.8.2 

Release date: 2022-01-04 

 

General 

With this new software an advanced operator can create CCP setups in the Operator 
Panel and operator can easily change setup before starting a print. For a multihead 
setup, the operator will now select CCP Setup on the host and the CCP Setup will be 
distributed to all the clients from host, so the operator only needs to make the setup 
once. 

The ICC file is updated to be more correct when defining printable colors and will reduce 
the amount of ink to be used with same or better color precision. 

 

Software versions 

Snap ICM Rev 4662 
ICM v1.11.3 
CTL v1.8.2 
HDB v1.09 
 

Main Features 
 CCP setup batch flow - automatically create embroidery/material specific setup. 
 Add CCP setup handling to OP 
 Broadcast CCP setup to multihead clients. 
 New ICC profile introduced 
 New color volume limiter introduced 
 ICC, linearization, and amount of ink is now part of the Color Profile File (CLP) 
 Updated start marker 
 Settings navigation has changed to dropdown menu. 

 
Other Features 

 Raise low ink warning threshold to 10% 
 When printing a noise (and striped) swatch file the pattern will continue indefinitely when reaching 

the end of embroidery 
 Removed start marker creating from Service Tool 
 Only critical error will disable the print 
 Log in setting for access via PC 
 Updated print engine calibration workflow 
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Fixes 
 Improved handling of files that is locked 
 Washer fluid empty notification is reset when filled up, no restart is needed 
 Prevent Printing when temperature is above 31.8°C 
 Correct notification image for open Back Door help page 
 Prevent software mismatch error when multiple clients booting up simultaneously 
 Hotfix v1.9.1, v1.9.2: Refresh of display due to status updates for multihead group 
 Hotfix v1.9.2: Changed how to report an IP address change at start up in multihead setup 
 Hotfix v1.9.2: Improved startup handling of motors in ITC-U (Stepper motor) 
 Hotfix v1.9.2: Disabled client is not pausing the rest of the multi head group when in printing. 

 
 

Known issues 
 

 Operator Panel and Service Tool: 
In page Settings->CCP the Advanced option do not work correctly. Option will not be 
visual active and when in Advanced mode some Embroidery Machine settings cannot be 
performed. Workaround is to push advanced button again to leave Advanced Mode. 
Service Tool: 

 
Operator Panel: 
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CCP Setup before print 

When logged in as admin from PC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When logged in as operator from PC or on ITC-U display. 
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Color profile settings 

Only available when logged in as admin. 
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Settings navigation has changed to dropdown menu 
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Log in for PC-client 

If user log in via PC user will see the user credentials by icon to the left bottom. 

Admin: 

 

 

Operator: 

 


